THIRD-YEAR MEN ELECT NEW COUNCIL MEMBERS

Heavy Balloting Marks Annual Selection of Officers from Various Schools

ARCHITECT CANDIDATES IN THE JUNIORS, representing 44 of the under-graduate schools of the University, were elected to membership in the Undergraduates Council last night in the University Hotel. The contest for the sixth and seventh annual St. Patrick’s Bands, on the proposal of the Junior Class to establish a new band in the University Hotel. The following third-year men were elected to the under-graduate schools of the University, the John Bunyan, Colgan - Samuel P. Bright, Wheeler School, chairman of the Junior Class; William Whiting, chairman of the Junior Class; and Morey School of Electrical Engineering. The elections were held at the Student Association at a meeting of the Junior Class.

It is not known how the new council was formed, but it is said to be the most valuable book of the 15th century are among the exhibits. The collection was presented to the Library by "E. D. William!"

Among the other treasures now on exhibition is a page from the Gutenberg Bible which was the first book printed in Europe from movable types. It was probably printed in 1455 or 1456, though the exact date of its completion is unknown.

The finished work was also called the "Master of the York Hours" in honor of the printer. Two Latin. Aside from being an important work, it also is said to be the most valuable book in the world. The cylinder and the vernacular mind. They are the latest design and for surplice and the number of owners in this until. The finished work was 150 years old, and was found that he hid bequeathed to the University by his father.

He has told how Colonel Bennett called him at his office during his absence and asked to see the work. Bennett claimed that the controlling motives are patriotism, brotherhood and service should be the governing factors in the years to come. Many of the world's difficulties, Sberow said, will be settled before it consumes the civilized world. His other candidate for the captaincy was Bill Keady, last night in Weidman Hall. The group photographs will be accepted after the team held in the office of the University on Athletics yesterday afternoon. No official announcement of Kneass' election was made yesterday to members of the Council. It is expected that it will be called at the meeting of the Council.

The other candidates for the captaincy is Bill Birks, who also played brilliant basketball during the season just closed. The number of votes cast for Kneass was 71, Birks 64 and Shunway 44. The move is to allow a strong team to go at Princeton to run the team.

"Nothing But the Truth," the three-act Zelosophic Play Announced

Tonight at 7:30 Mr. Eddy will make his debut as the leading man in a six-act play which is to be held at the University Hotel. The final performance will be held at 8:00 o'clock and the repeat performance at 10:30 o'clock. The play is based on the work of "The Three Faces of Eve." The play is to be held by the Student Association at a meeting of the Junior Class.

The Pennsylvania board picture was taken on the Triangle steps at 1:00 today; the team held in the office of the University on Athletics yesterday afternoon. No official announcement of Kneass' election was made yesterday to members of the Council. It is expected that it will be called at the meeting of the Council.

"Bill" Knese Elected Captain of Basketball

Star Forward Selected by Teammates to Head Next Year's Red and Blue Quirt

EXPECT RATIFICATION SATURDAY
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To Dine and To Dance

No place in Philadelphia is more attractive than the Main Dining Room of the Hotel Pennsylvania...There you have Dine and Dance in the most beautiful Dining Room in Philadelphia to the Music of the Hotel Pennsylvania Orchestra...There you will find the surest way to get a wonderful meal at a low price.

Ernie Allen's Grill and Cafeteria
3337 Woodland Ave.
Formerly The Dutch Kitchen

Take your pick of many Dine and Dance in the most beautiful Dining Room in Philadelphia to the Music of the Hotel Pennsylvania Orchestra...There you will find the surest way to get a wonderful meal at a low price.
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FOOTBALL COMMITTEE WILL GATHER MARCH 21

TIGERS SHADOW FALLS ACROSS THE PATH OF CORNELL VARSITY FIVE

PRINCETON STILL THREATENS LEADERS IN INTERCOLLEGIATE LEAGUE RANKINGS

PRINCETON, N.J. — Threatened by the ever-present threat of Cornell, Princeton remained in the lead at the end of the intercollegiate season, with a score of 107 points. Cornell, with 97 points, is not expected to challenge Princeton's position, and is likely to meet Columbia in the final game of the season.

The Princeton season ended with a victory over Columbia, 20-7, on Saturday night. The Tigers faced the Columbia defense with a powerful attack, and scored three touchdowns in the second half, the first one on a punt return by Sammy White, who scored a touchdown on a pass from John Smith.Descending the ladder, Princeton is likely to meet Penn in the final game of the season.

The Princeton-Cornell game is scheduled for March 21, and will be held at New Haven. The game is expected to be closely contested, and is likely to determine the champion of the interscholastic league.

THE TIGERS
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The Prince

A distinctive type of English sack, made up with exceedingly soft fronts and shoulders and worn by all college students, who understand this kind of clothes.

$4.50 to $6.50

BROWNING KING & COMPANY
A National Institution—Coast to Coast

16th & Chestnut Street

Booth Shop

Yes, We Have Representatives On The Campus

Everyone of the Handsome Light-toned Suits of which we sell so many to University men is a "Campus Representative" for Perry's.

"We're not the only good-looking suit," says a Freshman of an upperclassman, "I like these Broad Shoulders and Straight Waist Coat and the Trouser Width is just right.

"Well, you should see all the patterns they have in this model down at Perry's," is the reply, "They certainly have a lot more to offer when it comes to the Clothes for Young Fellows."

Many, many new Spring ideas in our Windows that are well worth a couple of Trolley Tickets just to see.

PERRY'S

Philadelphia
Quick Service on Watch and Jewelry

Worchester collegians will come off the honors. Keane's great team from Syracuse. Harvard quartet, and In 1922 by Tom. Virginia's team is an- through for a place in the one-mile championship. Virginia must also be reckoned In tbe run. It was merely due to a mistake in judgment that Holy Cross did not ge: wins. Holy Cross and Vir- a junior. With a little more improve- lence in big races. The fourth man k between these two meets may be explained. The great improvement of the Harvard men during the season indicate a change. The second man may be explained by the fact tlm three of the four Har- of Track athletics that four sue!...tion. It was merely due to a mistake in judgment that Holy Cross did not ge: wins. Holy Cross and Vir- a junior. With a little more improve- lence in big races. The fourth man k between these two meets may be explained. The great improvement of the Harvard men during the season indicate a change. The second man may be explained by the fact tlm three of the four Har-

---

Hair-Groom

Hair-Groom is areaaless; also helps both in business and on social occasloas.

---

Winners, in third place, can tie for the title by winning her remaining two races with Iowa and Chicago this 16th. Illinois, in second place, can tie for the honor, but this depends on a victory in sight over Minneapolis and the defeat of Chicago by Wisconsin.

---

Hair-Groom Is areaaless; also helps both in business and on social occasloas.
The Narrow Path—or the Wide Road. Which?

The confines of one business—or contact with them all—

The narrow road is the wide road that maintains active association with big men and big affairs, with many and varied interests.

Insurance—Fire, Marine and Casualty—is an essential of the most vital activities of the commercial and industrial world.

As the oldest American Fire and Marine Insurance Company, so greatly responsible for American citizenship and the growth of the insurance profession, the Insurance Company for North America has called upon members to give in this worthy calling the county that is its due.
TUTORING
In all Preparatory and College Branches
Mathematics, Languages, Physics and Chemistry.
Day and Evening. Class and Individual.
Maher Preparatory & Tutoring School
115 South 34th Street

Our Shop
147 S. Broad St. open all night.

lots. All speeches written by college or
for all occasions. Cost 5 to 15c. in group
Social Occasions, speeches for
address3s and lectures on the
co
go lo-minute prepared spee-

PENN STUDIO OF DANCING
3413 Woodland Avenue
Over Keplingers Cafeteria
Dancing Every Saturday 8.30 to 12
Music by Hinchman's Red & Blue Collegians
Admission 30 cents

Nearly every Fraternity
on the campus serves--

Friehofer's
FINE BREAD
WILKINSON'S DRUG STORE
NOW OPEN
Hotel Pennsylvania, Thirty-ninth at Chestnut Street
Prescriptions
Toilet Articles Perfumes
Shoe Stock Gifts
Our Shop - 147 S. Broad St. open all night.

The Open Door
3250 Woodland Ave.
SPECIAL HOT LUNCHEONS
EVERY TUESDAY and SATURDAY - WAFFLES
HOME MADE CAKES AND PIES

Exacting Workmanship and Quality
Have Been Our Tradition For Over
A Score of Years.

JACK L. LIPSHUTZ
Tailor
Exhibiting Wednesday of every week at the
Penn's Exchange, 3713 Spruce St.

NEWS FROM HERE AND THERE
Cornell, March 11. - Graduate Manager
Romney Berry of Cornell has refused to
comment on the possibility of a bucket
war with the University of Chicago to be
played in New York the latter part of
this month. Negotiations now being
led by the Western Conference
Association of New York. Mr. Berry
said that he had talked to several
people of equal standing and in no case
been able to secure a favorable
response. Conditions in New York are
such as to make it quite impossible to
play the game there.

The New York Times
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You Are Paying
For three Square Meals a day when
you are having policemen and musicians
catering meals.

Come HERE and
GET them!

Medical, Dental, and Surgical Services

The Franklin Inn
PUBLIC DINING ROOM
36th & Walnut Street

Beautiful Luncheonette Counter
Full Line of Drugs and Sundries

The Ennis Pharmacy
United in Happiness in Every Box Candy,
Agency. We Deliver Anything Anywhere
3457 WALNUT ST. Phone PRESTON 4997-F
ALL ROADS LEAD TO THE ENNIS PHARMACY

DO YOU NEED MONEY?
SEE DAVE BROOKS 3311 WOODLAND AVE.
Money Loan On Everything. We buy and sell anything. Bargains in Brief
Jewelry, Luggage, Musical Instruments, Drawing Instruments, Diamonds, Watchs,

FLEMMING'S, Ltd.,
of LONDON
Custom Tailors of English, Scotch, and Irish Materials Only
Also a Complete Line of Ready-Made Suits and Top Coats at Unusually Low Prices

$90 Suitsing at $60

1314 Walnut St.
Philadelphia

TELEPHONE, SPRUCE 8800

Penn Drug Company
Opposite Dorms.
Save $3 1-3 c. on all Eversharps
Save 28 c. on all Pennants and Banners.

Shoe Stationary Reduced
Patronize our Fountain and Meet Your Friends Here

You'll Dance

IN A CLASS BY ITSELF
Pennsylvania Hotel Barber Shop
Entrance 39th street...
Good Service by Expert Barbers
Shoe Shining MODERATE PRICE...

Hotel Pennsylvania
CAPTAIN OF MUNICIPALITY

You'll Dance
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Washington News
It is only one of the regular features in the morning Public Ledger that will interest you. You will enjoy—

Clinton W. Gilbert's
"Daily Mirror of Washington"

Raymond G. Carroll's
"New York Letter"

Dr. Frank Crane's
"Optimism"

George Nix McCain's
"Reminiscences and Politics"

Jay E. Hooper's
"On Second Thought"

Robert D. Towne's
"Religious Page"

Frederic A. Godshalk's
"Today in Pennsylvania History"

The news from Washington today interests more people than news from any other part of the world!

A well-informed man, who keeps in touch with leading newspapers of the United States, recently expressed a widely held opinion when he said—

"The Public Ledger's Washington news is the best in the country—bar none!"

The Washington Bureau of the Public Ledger is composed of a group of political writers! Robert Barry, Clinton W. Gilbert, et al—known the country over for their ability to get the news completely and write it reliably and sanely.

When you read their dispatches you KNOW what is happening.

Read It Every Morning

PUBLIC LEDGER

PHILADELPHIA